
Specific material for the mouse:  

30 cm x 35 cm faux leather for the head and the ears: if you do not use faux-leather then choose a fabric 
that doesn’t fray.  

N.B: If you are a beginner, you can make the ears out of fabric. You will then use the optional ear pattern 
named « fabric ears style » that you can find on the pattern. You will need 20 cm x 10 cm fabric for the ears.  

10 cm x 15 cm faux leather or felt for the muzzle, the tongue and inner part of the ears  

36 cm flat faux leather cord for the whiskers (3-5 mm width) 

About 10-12 cm ribbon for the ear’s bow  

1 faux leather scrap for the ear’s bow or a piece of ribbon (about 1 cm width x 5 cm long, to adjust) 

 

Specific material for the pig:  

20 cm x 10 cm faux leather or felt for the snout, legs, ears 

About 20 cm stainless steel wire 

1 set of snap on buttons for the nostrils  

 

Tips:  

- Make sure you to fully read each step before starting: it may prevent you from missing out 
on important information and having to unstitch . 
- Always backstitch at the beginning and the end of the seam. 
- To prevent the machine from puckering fabric, try to loosen the tension. 
- Trace the template pattern on the wrong side of your faux leather fabric. 
- These are real size templates (in CM), seam allowances have already been added.   
- Copy and trace the pattern of the desired pencil case on pattern paper or clear plastic 
sheeting. You only need to trace the specified parts (eg. pig’s snout, 1x faux leather). The 
other templates are the pattern placement guide.  
 
WOLF PENCIL CASE: pages 1,2,4,5 
MOUSE PENCIL CASE: pages 1,2,3,4,5 
PIG PENCIL CASE: pages 2 (for the eyes), 4, 5 
 

The pattern is the property of Sacaptiloup, designs and patterns are protected. Any 
commercial or industrial use and changes are strictly PROHIBITED. © The pattern is licensed; 
making profit from selling creations made from this pattern is forbidden. Please be in touch to 
purchase licenses.  

 
 



Sewing instructions: follow instructions for the desired pencil 
case, then finish by the instructions in common for the three 
designs described under « Pencil case Assembly »  

Step by step Randolf the Wolf 

 

1. Sew around the eyes (zigzag stitch or 
straight stitch) using the pattern 
placement guide. Sewing curves can be 
difficult for beginners. For easier 
stitching, you may wish to replace round 
eyes by triangle shaped ones.  
You can also choose to use snap buttons 
instead of sewing faux leather eyes. In 
that case start the tutorial by step 2, 
you will attach the snaps at step 8.  

 

2. Stitch the muzzle using the pattern 
placement guide. 

Sewing the mouth: step 3 or 4 to 7 at your choice.  
 

 

3. If you are a beginner, pin to place a long 
faux leather rectangle of teeth. Then go 
to step 8.  
 

  
 


